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Afjrotc uniform regulation

Ranks1. The standards for wearing a form consist of four main elements. Purity Cleanliness Security Military Image2. Jewelry standarda. Cadets in uniform can wear..    - Wrist watch - Rings- no more than three at a time - wrist bracelet if it's clean and conservative.         - Must not disturb the military
reputation - Must not be wider than one inch - Must not cause anyone possible damage.         - Rubber bracelets and bands are not allowed.b. Uniformed female cadets can wear earrings if the earrings are conservative and are kept within reasonable limits.c. Uniformed male cadets must not wear
earrings. Glasses or sunglasses - Glasses or sunglasses must have lenses and frames that are conservative; bleachers or mirrored lenses are prohibited.     - No glasses or sunglasses should be worn on the neck during the uniform.3. Tattoos or brands. Tattoos or trademarks anywhere on the body are
not allowed if they are obscene or in favour of sexual, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination.b. Uneven tattoos or trademarks are not open or visible in form.4. Body piercing and other attachments to body parts. Uniformed cadets shall not attach or display objects, objects, jewellery or ornaments to or
through the ear, nose, tongue or any exposed part of the body (including anything that may be visible through the form).b. Uniformed female cadets can still wear conservative earrings, pierced or clip style in their earlobes. Specific female cadet guidelines. Hair is no more than the bottom of the collar at
the edge of the neck.b. The hairstyle must be conservative.c. The hairstyle should look professional and allow you to wear single headgear properly.d. The hair must not be too full or high on display. Pins, combs, barretts and similar articles must be smooth.6. Specific male cadet guidelinesa. Hair should
be kept clean, clean, and trimmed. It must not contain large quantities of care products that remain visible in hair.b. Hair should not touch ears or eyebrows. Only tightly cut or shaved hair should be touched on the back of the neck. Hair must not exceed 11/4 inches in bulk regardless of length.     Loose is
the distance that hair projects on the scalp when groomed (as opposed to the length of hair).d. The bulk and length hair shall not interfere with the proper wearing of air force headgear. E. Hair must not reach below the front of the headgear.f. Hair must have a tapered appearance on both sides and back,
both headgear and without. Hair must not contain or be any visible objects of foreign matter.e.Sideburns must be straight and of uniform width and end with a clean shaved horizontal line; they must not reach downwards part of opening the outer ear.h. There must be no extreme or astonishing styles or
colors. DrillMaster August 26, 2018 DrillCenter News Leave a Comment Find this quick find it fast RANKS1. The standards for wearing a form consist of four main elements. Purity Cleanliness Security Military Image2. Jewelry standarda. Cadets in uniform can wear..    - Wrist watch - Rings- no more than
three at a time - wrist bracelet if it's clean and conservative.         - Must not disturb the military reputation - Must not be wider than one inch - Must not cause anyone possible damage.         - Rubber bracelets and bands are not allowed.b. Uniformed female cadets can wear earrings if the earrings are
conservative and are kept within reasonable limits.c. Uniformed male cadets must not wear earrings. Glasses or sunglasses - Glasses or sunglasses must have lenses and frames that are conservative; bleachers or mirrored lenses are prohibited.     - No glasses or sunglasses should be worn on the neck
during the uniform.3. Tattoos or brands. Tattoos or trademarks anywhere on the body are not allowed if they are obscene or in favour of sexual, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination.b. Uneven tattoos or trademarks are not open or visible in form.4. Body piercing and other attachments to body parts.
Uniformed cadets shall not attach or display objects, objects, jewellery or ornaments to or through the ear, nose, tongue or any exposed part of the body (including anything that may be visible through the form).b. Uniformed female cadets can still wear conservative earrings, pierced or clip style in their
earlobes. Specific female cadet guidelines. Hair is no more than the bottom of the collar at the edge of the neck.b. The hairstyle must be conservative.c. The hairstyle should look professional and allow you to wear single headgear properly.d. The hair must not be too full or high on display. Pins, combs,
barretts and similar articles must be smooth.6. Specific male cadet guidelinesa. Hair should be kept clean, clean, and trimmed. It must not contain large quantities of care products that remain visible in hair.b. Hair should not touch ears or eyebrows. Only tightly cut or shaved hair should be touched on the
back of the neck. Hair must not exceed 11/4 inches in bulk regardless of length.     Loose is the distance that hair projects on the scalp when groomed (as opposed to the length of hair).d. The bulk and length hair shall not interfere with the proper wearing of air force headgear. E. Hair must not reach below
the front of the headgear.f. Hair must have a tapered appearance on both sides and back, both headgear and without. Hair must not contain or all visible foreign entries.g. The sideburns must be straight and of uniform width and end with a clean shaved horizontal line; they shall not extend below the
lowest part of the opening of the outer ear.h. There must be no extreme or astonishing styles or colors. DrillMaster August 26, 2018 DrillCenter News Leave a Comment Find it Fast Find it Fast Find it Fast Find it Fast Find it Fast Ranks1. The standards for wearing a form consist of four main elements.
Purity Cleanliness Security Military Image2. Jewelry standarda. Cadets in uniform can wear..    - Wrist watch - Rings- no more than three at a time - wrist bracelet if it's clean and conservative.         - Must not disturb the military reputation - Must not be wider than one inch - Must not cause anyone possible
damage.         - Rubber bracelets and bands are not allowed.b. Uniformed female cadets can wear earrings if the earrings are conservative and are kept within reasonable limits.c. Uniformed male cadets must not wear earrings. Glasses or sunglasses - Glasses or sunglasses must have lenses and
frames that are conservative; bleachers or mirrored lenses are prohibited.     - No glasses or sunglasses should be worn on the neck during the uniform.3. Tattoos or brands. Tattoos or trademarks anywhere on the body are not allowed if they are obscene or in favour of sexual, racial, ethnic or religious
discrimination.b. Uneven tattoos or trademarks are not open or visible in form.4. Body piercing and other attachments to body parts. Uniformed cadets shall not attach or display objects, objects, jewellery or ornaments to or through the ear, nose, tongue or any exposed part of the body (including anything
that may be visible through the form).b. Uniformed female cadets can still wear conservative earrings, pierced or clip style in their earlobes. Specific female cadet guidelines. Hair is no more than the bottom of the collar at the edge of the neck.b. The hairstyle must be conservative.c. The hairstyle should
look professional and allow you to wear single headgear properly.d. The hair must not be too full or high on display. Pins, combs, barretts and similar articles must be smooth.6. Specific male cadet guidelinesa. Hair should be kept clean, clean, and trimmed. It must not contain large quantities of care
products that remain visible in hair.b. Hair should not touch ears or eyebrows. Only tightly cut or shaved hair should be touched on the back of the neck. Hair must not exceed 11/4 inches in bulk regardless of length.     Loose is the distance that hair projects on the scalp when groomed (as opposed to the
length of hair).d. Bulks and hair length must not interfere with the wearing of Air Force headgear Hair must not reach below the front of the headgear.f. Hair must have a tapered appearance on both sides and back, both headgear and without. Hair must not contain or be any visible objects of foreign
matter.e.Sideburns must be straight and of uniform width and end with a clean shaved horizontal line; they shall not extend below the lowest part of the opening of the outer ear.h. There must be no extreme or astonishing styles or colors. Learn about uniform wear, enabled, and any other regulations or
concerns you may have.  General uniform rules: You must keep the form clear, clean, pressed and in the representation. The shirt must not show too many wrinkles and it must be pushed before each wear and tear. No stains or damage should be seen. Flight caps must be worn all the time outdoors, if
you are not indoors you are then allowed to take off from your flight cap. Hands must be out of their pockets. Wind breakers must be folded as far as halfway. Service coats must be buttoned to the end. The blues must be buttoned to the end, if the cadet does not have a neck tab/tie, then the top button
can be unbuttoned. Pockets must not be large or items must not be left out of them. Shoes should be liquefied as well as heels and edges soles. Gutters must be clean, too. All uniform accessories, such as belt buckles, ribbons, name tags and others, must be kept clean and representative. If the form or



accessory needs to be replaced, contact your logistics officer. The uniform must be properly fit and not saggy. If the form doesn't fit properly, talk to your logistics officer to get a size that doesn't sag and fit. If you have more than one wire, only one wire is allowed on your left shoulder. Cadets must have
suitable hairstyles/hair, fingernails (can only be a natural color and a French tip) and a face (men must have a clean shave, women with a suitable amount of makeup). Uniforms must be worn all day on designated days. If the cadet requires a formal change, he/she must have the permission of his
substance(s) to amend them, but they must become uniform again if they are excluded from the class. Both of the following uniform rules share the following: The uniform must be on a representative display, for example in good condition, and either packed/with a button (depending on whether the
uniform is worn). Wearing flying hats at a sufficient time is also something that both uniform regulations share, as well as being in a representative condition. You can wear a watch and rings while wearing a form, but no more than three rings are allowed at a time. A bracelet is allowed if it is clean and
conservative and no more than half an inch wide, although painted or bracelets that support the cause are not allowed. Necklaces are allowed if they are not visible. Glasses or sunglasses the ornaments of frames or lenses are not uniform during wear. Glasses that are allowed and are correct to wear,
such as clear, lightly damaged or special lenses suitable for suitable suitable cadets can be worn in uniform indoors or military formation. Sunglasses and glasses that are darkly tinted or mirrored lenses are prohibited. Sunglasses must not be worn in military formation. Eye glasses or sunglasses should
not be worn around the neck during formation. Tattoos or trademarks are not allowed if you are or do not uniform, tattoos or brands anywhere on the body are not allowed, if they are obscene or if they are in favour of sexual, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination. If you bare a tattoo or brand, talk to your
instructors about questions or concerns. Uniformed cadets must not come into contact with or attach to their ears, nose, lips, tongue or part of the body, or attach or attach objects, jewellery or parts of their bodies to their ears, nose, lips, tongue or part of the body. However, female cadets are allowed to
store single approved earrings, puncture or staple-style uniform if approved.  Hair Standards: Hair is tapered cut, does not touch the ears, does not touch the collar and is not more than about 1 inch long on top.  The face is shaved, except for the permissible moustache.  Sideburns do not reach below the
center of the ear canal.  Males are not allowed to wear ribbons, cornrows, or dreadlocks (unkempt, twisted, matte, individual hair parts) while uniform. Too many hair products (creams, oils, sprays, etc.) are not allowed. Dyed hair is not allowed because it is only required to have a natural looking look.
Jewelry: Only one bracelet/ watch can be worn and must not be wider than 1.2 inch or shrink the military image. Earrings should not be worn during uniforms. Flight Cap: The flight cap must be slightly to the right it should be vertically wrinkled (cap) and middle forehead with a straight line aligned with the
nose. Hats should be worn 1 to 1 1/2 inches over the eyebrows (about the width of two fingers). The hair must not stand out at the bottom of the front (forehead) flight cap, the crown (back) should be straight and not crushed. Cadets should write their names on labels (inside the cap) to monitor them and
should be worn outside at all times when heading indoors.  Light blue (short sleeve) shirt: This short must always be stuck wearing trousers. The sleeves must barely touch/come inches from the forearm when bent at the right angle. The upper knob of the collar is buttoned (or unbuttoned if the tie is not
wearing). Under the shirt, a white V-neck shirt/ fastened undershirt is worn. It must be in a clean and representative condition of the crease of each sleeve. Ranks, symbolism, etc.: they should be liquefied and taken care of in a supposed condition. The belts must be worn in shorts, through all the nooses.
The silver end of the belt must be a face-to-face cadet to the left. Cut off all the excess fabrics. Bands: the ribbons must be worn in the correct order, the lowest tape must be worn in the lower left position and the highest tape is to the right of the wear position. If the tape is given more than once, the oak
leaf cluster replaces it to mark each additional prize. Clusters of oak leaves are placed in the center of the ribbon, the leaves of which point to the upper right corner. When the cadet earns the sister service ribbon(s), the tape is entered in the order order of that branch. Service dress uniform: The uniform
consists of a navy blue service coat, pants, light blue shirt, black uniform shoes and tie. The length of the sleeves coat should be 1/4 inch thumb and hang naturally with your hands (slightly cupped). The service coat should never be buttoned, but it can be removed inside the classroom as long as it is
hung over the back of the chair.  Hair Standards: Hairstyles must be a natural color and not interfere with proper wearing military headgear. Hair should not fall over eyebrows or extend down to the lower edge of the collar (if the hair is short enough that it does not move to the bottom of the shirt collar then
you may be worn or ponytailed in a modest way. It must be pulled back into a bun on the back of a lower part of the head while in uniform if it is not approved to be otherwise. There must be not too many treatments such as hairpins, hair ties, etc. These items must be the same color as your hair as well
as being a modest size without excess.  Jewelry: Only one bracelet and one wristwatch can be worn and it must not be wider than 1.2 inches net or detract from the military image. They must be simple, show no support or images that detract from the military. Earrings are allowed, but they must be small
and simple (gold, silver, pearl or diamond) as well as simple. Only one earring can be worn in each ear and must be at the ear and not reach the bottom of the ear. Necklaces are allowed in form at a time when they are not in sight.  Flight Cap: Flight Caps should be worn slightly to the right of the vertical
crease cap in the middle of the forehead with a straight line that has lines on the nose. It should be 1 to 1 1/ 2 inches above the eyebrows (width 2 fingers). Hair may be visible in front of the flight cap, but it can not touch the eyebrows. Cadets should write their names inside the label to monitor them.
Aircraft ors must be worn out at all times unless they are going indoors. Light blue (short-sleeved) shirt: the blouse must be worn in the trousers. A white v-neck shirt is required to be Blouse. This blouse must be clean and presentable on the shin with wrinkles on each sleeve. It can be worn either open or
buttoned, but if the collar is buttoned, you must wear a neck tab. On the contrary, the collar should be worn open if the cadet is not on the neck tab. The neck tab shall be hidden under the collar of the blouse and aligned to the chariot line.  Ranks, symbolism, etc.: All signs and insignia should be liquefied
and in good condition. Belts must be worn with trousers and skirts (if they are not belt loops). Adjust the belt so that the silver end shows onto the directly over buckle without blue fabric indicating (cut off from the excess fabric belt). The silver end must always face the cadet is right for the female. Tapes:
The tapes should be worn with the right tape, the lowest tape is worn in the lower left position of the rack (if the cadet has multiple ribbons) and the highest tape at the top right of the uniform, the wear of the term. If the cadet has received the same tape more than once, the oak leaf cluster will replace it.
Clusters of oak leaves are placed in the center of the ribbon, with the sheet pointing to the upper right corner. When the cadet serves the sister service tape, the tape is recorded in the order of the cadet tape.  Service dress uniform: The length of the coat is proportional to the cadet's height, the sleeve
length lining the heel of the thumb when the hands are in the position of attention. Coats can be removed from the class and hung on the back of the chair, but it must not be worn unbuttoned because it is either out or buttoned all the way. Ribbons, badges, insignia, ribbons and medals can be transferred
and worn in a service coat. Socks: Socks must be strong black and knee-high. When wearing a skirt, women can wear hose shoes or pumps; with a skirt, socks must not reach the ankle.  Nails: Nails must have a simple design and must not exceed 1/4 inch. French tips and natural paint nails are allowed,
not all other colors and designs are allowed. Allowed.
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